Abstract-Engine fault has a high rate in the car. Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Engine Diagnosis Expert System was investigated based on Diagnosis Tree module, Fuzzy Neural Network module, and commix reasoning module. It was researched including Knowledge base and Reasoning machine, and so on. In Diagnosis Tree module, the origin problem was searched in right method. In which module distinguishing rate and low error and least cost was the aim. By means of synthesize judge and fuzzy relation reasoning to get fault origin from symptom, fuzzy synthesize reasoning diagnosis module was researched. Expert knowledge included failure symptom, engine system failure and engine part failure. In the system, Self-diagnosis method and general instruments method worked together, complex failure diagnosis became efficient. The system was intelligent, which was combined by fuzzy logic reasoning and the traditional neural network system. And it became more convenience for failure origin searching, because of utilizing the three methods. The system fuzzy neural networks were combined with fuzzy reasoning and traditional neural networks. Fuzzy neural network failure diagnosis module of system, as a important model was applied to engine diagnosis, with more advantages such as higher efficiency of searching and higher self-learning ability, which was compared with the traditional BP network.
INTRODUCTION
In the development of auto production, electronic control engine were widely used. And diagnose of car has become the more important issues which the auto industry has to face. Electronic control engine, as the heart of the auto, its fault has a high rate in the car, for the reason of its complex structure and complex working conditions. It was well known that because of the development of information technology, diagnose became intelligent and efficient. Because of the complexity of Electronic control engine, its fault diagnose was complex. One reason was fuzzy relationship and uncertainty of reasoning [1] .
The development in diagnosis technology can be divided into two phases. The first stage is based on computer technology, sensor technology and testing technology as the foundation. The second stage is the stage of artificial intelligence technology as the core of intelligent diagnosis technology, at this point, the diagnosis technology of significant changes have taken place in the research contents and implementation methods, numerical calculation and signal processing as the core of original diagnosis process is based on knowledge processing and knowledge reasoning diagnosis process instead. The first stage of the diagnosis technology is the basis for the development of diagnostic techniques based on knowledge, play a leading role in the whole diagnosis process of human experts knowledge, including human experts using domain knowledge as well as the method to solve the problem. In the aspect of equipment diagnosis technology based on the knowledge, people, organization of expression, diagnosis model for knowledge acquisition is committed to research, the existing research shows that Self-Diagnosis was usually used to diagnosis simple problem of electronic control engine. And because of the complexity of the electronic control engine and its failure diagnosis, general instruments diagnose inexactly. Selfdiagnosis method and general instruments method worked together, complex failure diagnosis became efficient [2] [3] [4] .
Engine is the heart of the car. Because of its complex structure, components, working conditions, the relationship between the various systems are quite complex. Automobile engine failure probability is higher, generally accounts for some 40% of the whole vehicle fault, unit mileage parts consumption (about 75.6%) in the whole vehicle, the warranty time consumption (about 24.0%) in the whole vehicle car engine also accounts for the first. The fault diagnosis of automobile engine is the key of the automobile fault diagnosis.
On the one hand, the fuzzy technology, neural network and new technologies, such as object-oriented rise rapidly, has injected new vitality for expert system. In terms of automotive fault diagnosis, auto parts, relevant influence, more different failure forms and performance, rich source instance, pressure of knowledge acquisition. And diagnosis of incomplete information degree is high, especially there is a lot of fuzzy information, so choose a suitable for the field diagnosis expert system knowledge representation and reasoning method is very important. Onset, when the car the motility and fault lead to increasing demand of long-distance diagnosis and remote diagnosis, automobile fault diagnosis from the traditional diagnosis methods to develop in the direction of a longdistance diagnosis and remote diagnosis. In particular by means of convenient and fast network popularization, the local area network (LAN), the Internet to transmit diagnostic information become a trend, under the network structure of integrated vehicle fault diagnosis system become one of research hot spots. Artificial neural network with the existing dynamic signal processing, expert system, fuzzy logic diagnosis technology, such as to fault signal analysis and processing, pattern recognition, fault domain expert knowledge organization and reasoning provides a new way, and promote the intelligent fault diagnosis.
Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Engine Diagnosis Expert System was investigated. For the reason of inefficient reasoning and low selflearning capability, the traditional system has to be improved. The Engine Diagnosis Expert System was intelligent, which was combined by fuzzy logic reasoning and the traditional neural network system. The fuzzy reasoning and neural networks were combined to form system, which were used in the model of fuzzy neural network of failure diagnosis. The fuzzy neural network model was used in engine failure diagnosis. Fuzzy neural network failure diagnosis module of system, as a important model was applied to engine diagnosis, with more advantages such as higher efficiency of searching and higher self-learning ability, which was compared with the traditional BP network [5] . The system diagnosis course was: by the help of knowledge and experience which was saved in the system, user can diagnosis in the right way and at the end failure origin and maintain advice were got forward according to reasoning course [6] .
In the system, diagnosis course included three module, first was Diagnosis Tree module, the second was Fuzzy Neural Network module, and the third was commix reasoning module. The first module, by testing regularly during the course of diagnosis, emphasizes particularly on getting more problem information with Self-diagnosis method and general instruments method worked together. By that means, an optimized reasoning course was achieved. In Diagnosis Tree module, the origin problem was searched in right method. In which module distinguishing rate and low error and least cost was the aim. For the second module, by means of synthesize judge and fuzzy relation reasoning to get fault origin from symptom, fuzzy synthesize reasoning diagnosis module was researched. Expert knowledge included failure symptom, engine system failure and engine part failure. [7] .
Diagnosis tree was founded by integrated fault tree and test collection and criterion collection, searching strategy and so on. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
II. PROPOSED SCHEME The main structure of electronic control engine expert system included: three kind of diagnosis module, knowledge base, reasoning machine, and so on. Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Engine Diagnosis Expert System was investigated based on Diagnosis Tree module, Fuzzy Neural Network module, and commix reasoning module. It is shown as below figure.
Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Engine Diagnosis Expert System was investigated based on Diagnosis Tree module, Fuzzy Neural Network module, and commix reasoning module. It was researched including Knowledge base and Reasoning machine, and so on. In Diagnosis Tree module, the origin problem was searched in right method. In which module distinguishing rate and low error and least cost was the aim. By means of synthesize judge and fuzzy relation reasoning to get fault origin from symptom, fuzzy synthesize reasoning diagnosis module was researched. Expert knowledge included failure symptom, engine system failure and engine part failure. In the system, Selfdiagnosis method and general instruments method worked together, complex failure diagnosis became efficient. The system was intelligent, which was combined by fuzzy logic reasoning and the traditional neural network system. And it became more convenience for failure origin searching, because of utilizing the three methods. The system fuzzy neural networks were combined with fuzzy reasoning and traditional neural networks. Fuzzy neural network failure diagnosis module of system, as a important model was applied to engine diagnosis, with more advantages such as higher efficiency of searching and higher self-learning ability, which was compared with the traditional BP network. [8] [9] [10] The relationship of different module was shown in below figure 1. Auxiliary knowledge base management functions of the system including the knowledge base of add, modify, to browse the knowledge base, and to delete or diagnostic knowledge base tables. In order to realize the tree to the diagnosis of unreasonable adjustment, optimization and browsing of knowledge base and delete useless diagnosis table or the knowledge base. By adding new knowledge base can make the system constantly adapt to the new model or new fault. By expert knowledge and experience summary and extract and in accordance with the format standardization of knowledge base, through the humancomputer interaction interface added to the knowledge base in order to realize the system of knowledge acquisition. Auxiliary maintenance management function can facilitate the management of the daily maintenance and maintenance work of the pit, maintenance record for each diagnosis or assist company management in order to improve the system. To the daily maintenance records help staff study and training, also help to learning and correction system. Help function can be used on the system of methods, the problem to solve.
III. DATA PROCESS BASED ON DIAGNOSIS TREE
Fault tree (FT) analysis is graph theory and probability theory is applied to the fields, such as diagnostic methods in the field of fault diagnosis. Fault tree to the top event as the outcome of bottom events as the cause, the final outcome of the same individual causal chain with the proper logic gates organization together, form a tree structure. Fault tree analysis, the first turn on the system level fault event as the first level, will lead to the direct cause of the incident and again as the second stage, with the symbol and logic gates and the top event, will lead to a second fault parallel to the cause of the incident in the third level, so step by step, until the most basic reason appears.
Fault diagnosis tree is to guide the trouble because of the operation flow chart. FT method for fault follow along the fault tree for the downlink encountered a node logic gate, is to rely on human to determine the next step in the diagnosis of path, it has a great deal of subjectivity and blindness. The diagnosis tree is different, it in the each node set up a "differential" project operation, such as "yes" or "no", "meet" or "does not comply with the" and ">" < ", "" =", etc. DT optimized rules out the sequence of operation, so it can realize the best search for localization, has a unique avoids blindness search, and save time, improve the efficiency.
Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Engine Diagnosis Expert System was investigated based on Diagnosis Tree module. In Diagnosis Tree module, the origin problem was searched in right method. In which module distinguishing rate and low error and least cost was the aim.
EFI engine fault diagnosis tree contains the accessory from diagnostic and outside at an organic whole, is a comprehensive diagnosis method. It will be special classification frame structure into a top-down tree form, through setting operation in each node or asked to guide the user through the fault diagnosis.
Diagnosis tree was a superincumbent tree, which set up "differentiate" item at every node, and was easy to be used for knowledge base building of the expert system. Then how to use it to search failure origin, and how to locate fault parts was important.
Diagnosis Tree of Reduction of adverse was shown as below figure 3. Knowledge Base, as the core of the system information, was used to store the data of failure and cause. It was founded according to the three reasoning model. Data include abundant diagnosis knowledge to diagnosis.
Fault index table knowledge base structure was shown as below figure 4.
Diagnosis tree was used to analyze the system fault or pars failure of engine. By analyzing oxygen sensor and its waveform signal, electro circuit failure can be diagnosed. The other fault, such as air leak fault, ignition fault can be diagnosed [13] [14] [15] [16] Among five basic waveform signals, which were AC, direct current, pulse modulated, data and frequency modulated included normal waveform information. It was recognized with analyzing basic character, compared with normal waveform, cause of a failure was found [17] [18] . In the diagnosis module, knowledge representation was very important, and knowledge acquisition was convenient to be input. Combining of knowledge was convenient to be input too. And for the aim of automatism diagnosis reasoning, normative diagnosis tree table was build up. Normative diagnosis tree table comprises diagnosis data process of a failure part, which was made up three nodes, which have different attribute, check-up part was asking, and affirm fault part was operating, and repair part was fact. It is easy for reasoning by program for the orderliness of normative diagnosis tree table.
20 typical common engine fault diagnosis tree was developed, with no engine can't start and car signs, idle speed fluctuating, ignition is not normal, underpowered, engine out of shaking, engine idle speed instability and easy flameout, intermittent engine flameout, engine intake pipe tempering, often stall, engine starting difficulty, sometimes stall, acceleration, deceleration, cold car idle instability and easy flameout, the exhaust pipe shot, hot car idle instability or stall, hot car idle speed is too high, when using the air conditioner or turn idle instability or flameout, fuel consumption is too large, accelerated the exhaust smoke, signs have a car but can't start the engine.
IV. DATA PROCESS BASED ON FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK
This system uses a diagnosis model based on neural network and diagnosis tree, the fault diagnosis function performed by two kinds of diagnosis model in two stages. The diagnosis based on neural network model and the diagnosis model based on diagnosis tree. When the engine failure occurs, the system first diagnosis by using neural network Traditional expert system reasoning ability, self-learning ability and low intelligence level of faults, so this article cited the neural network technology is combined with diagnosis tree to solve the shortage of the traditional expert system. The use of neural network for fault diagnosis of the parallel reasoning, can solve its self-learning ability is poor and low level of intelligence of the problem and improve the efficiency of diagnosis, the diagnostic tree has very strong practicability in fault reasoning, a combination of both can give full play to their advantages, can not only improve the efficiency of troubleshooting can also reduce the risk of misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis.
FNN was a combination of BP neural network and fuzzy method, which was made up three parts. First was input fuzzy module, which was used to transform the fault signal into the collection of fuzzy quantity. The second was Learning reasoning module, which was used for reasoning. The third was Anti-fuzzy modules of the output, which was used to find the causes of failure by the membership grade of the ANN output vectors [19] [20] .
Fuzzy statistical test was:
At the same time to determine if: 0. P  That the normal Building neural network model of engine fault diagnosis of the specific steps are divided into three steps. First, the fault symptoms set samples were obtained through the test data, the sample data are normalized processing and feature selection, get input pattern classification of fault symptoms and sample set. Second, the neural network model is established, using normalized after the training sample set of the network, until the desired network model of fault diagnosis. Third, with test samples for testing the trained network, the network output and the actual fault types were compared.
Machine learning method based on neural network is to simulate the learning function of cranial nerve system. Because it has the massive parallel distributed processing capacity, nonlinear processing ability, high robustness and learning association ability, can complete the function such as learning, memory, recognition and reasoning. Neural network can be applied to knowledge acquisition, knowledge of dynamic acquisition and automatic updates. Neural network based on the samples of the repeated study, by the adaptive process continuously modify the internal mutual connection weights between neurons, the interconnection structure of neural network and the network connection weights is after learning all the knowledge acquired.
Network training process is a process of constant correction weight threshold, adjust, make the network output error minimum, meet the requirements of practical application.
The degree of the similar fault was described in the different way, first was very serious fault, an then serious failure, and general failure, and a minor fault, and the last was no fault.
For example, the "engine start difficulties" failure phenomenon is expressed as: p (3) = [0. 00 0. 45 0. 00 0. 75 0. 00 0. 30], we train the preliminary fuzzy neural network system with P as the input.
Failure data can be got out the engine sensors with training, and then make further amendments to the membership function of the fuzzy system model.
The output of anti-fuzzy was important, Failures were inputted in the fuzzy neural network and was trained. Then the output of the fuzzy neural network was completed by using the method of the maximum degree of membership.
Neural network knowledge is the knowledge transformation for neural network weights and thresholds, and distribution in the neural network. In determining the structure of the neural network parameters, characteristics of neurons and learning algorithm, the neural network knowledge representation is and its knowledge acquisition process simultaneously, and at the same time. When the end of the training (knowledge acquisition), acquired by neural network knowledge is expressed as the network weights and threshold matrix, the weights and threshold value stored in the database, knowledge base can be built up.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Diagnosis Expert System was developed based on commix fuzzy reasoning.
By means of synthesize judge and fuzzy relation reasoning to get fault origin from symptom, fuzzy synthesize reasoning diagnosis module was researched. Expert knowledge included failure symptom, engine system failure and engine part failure. In the system, Selfdiagnosis method and general instruments method worked together, complex failure diagnosis became efficient.
According to fuzzy relation of engine symptom and failure cause, by means of fuzzy synthesize judge, commix fuzzy reasoning diagnosis module was set up. Aggregate of Fault Cause was expressed as vector Y. Aggregate of Fault Symptom was expressed as X.
Fuzzy relation between X and Y was Matrix R. 
The engine of the same kind of fault symptoms may correspond to a variety of the cause of the problem, the same fault reason, and corresponds to a variety of fault symptoms, so there is a complex relationship between reason and symptom. In order to be able to diagnose the reasons from the symptom, need to determine in advance the cause of the problem between the symptom and proximity.
Considering about the complexity of the relations between the fault appearance and the fault cause, the fuzzy diagnosis matrix and diagnosis algorithm model were set up, shown as below figure 5. Expert system reasoning machine is under certain control strategy, according to symptoms and information reasoning, reasoning machine reasoning strategy, is closely related with the representation of diagnosis knowledge. Because the automobile fault diagnosis knowledge using multi-parametric, said of the fuzzy matrix can be used in a reverse reasoning control strategy of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of fault diagnosis.
In the fuzzy commix reasoning diagnosis module, knowledge of expert was expressed as three parts, first was Fault Symptom, the second was Part's, and the third was System's. Instruments method and Self-Diagnosis, worked together with fuzzy synthesize reasoning in the system, complex failure can diagnosis efficiently. Commix fuzzy reasoning method was shown as below figure 6. Diagnostic tree is the core of the subsystem, the merits of the tree to build play a key role in the performance of the system is good or bad. It determines the reasoning process search algorithm, so the diagnosis tree building is the key. The system adopts the approximate optimal binary tree structure. Diagnosis tree optimization strategy is to guarantee optimal search path, which causes the symptoms of the causes of the failure probability is highest, check the price than the smallest. The establishing process of the diagnostic tree was weights of all the cause of the problem Wi, according to the failure probability of Pi and testing cost Ci.
Because the complex of Engine's fault, it was necessary to research engine performance testing and fault diagnosis centre of engine to match with advanced instrument test.
A engine with Symptom as engine stating difficulty, and engine idle instability, below table was the results of testing and reasoning. In knowledge representation and organization, the top of the object is the engine itself, the lower is the engine system, the lower is the specific parts. EFI engine besides has the general mechanical device, the electric control system includes a fuel injection control system, ignition control system, idle speed control system, and the emission control system and so on, mainly composed of sensors, ECU, actuators, circuit. Convenience for knowledge representation, reasonable, specific failure can be divided into five types of system level fault, including oil failure, failure of air intake system, ignition system, idle system fault, cylinder fault. Specific domain expert knowledge can be abstracted as the typical failure symptoms, system level fault, part levels. In addition, the Suggestions are divided into system level maintenance repair advice and component level repair advices are normalized to input the knowledge base.
The credibility of the threshold was used for system and component failures reasoning. If the calculated value is greater than the threshold is preliminary diagnosis of the faults, forming new fault set. If new fault focus only for a, can be concluded that the fault diagnosis or intermediate conclusions; If there are multiple fault exists, you have further inquiries, to confirm; If the first diagnosis fault sets empty, can decrease the threshold value is not empty, or the credibility value larger fault for further inquiries, check; After the original set or diagnosis results, it can check the cause of the problem, maintenance advice in order to assist diagnosis. The determination of credibility in reasoning and fault set maintenance order to give full consideration to the basic principle of electronic-controlled engine fault diagnosis rule out: first, Jane first after numerous outside, first ripe epigenetic, code is preferred. Through reasoning, the reliability of the failure of air intake system is the largest, should be the priority according to the expert system provides the system maintenance suggestion to check the system. If the system does have fault, it can be further suspicious components in the system according to the expert system to provide the component overhaul suggestion for maintenance, the maintenance order still in credibility size order, until we finally found the cause of the problem. If the system trouble-free, a suspected system is under maintenance, until confirmed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Engine Diagnosis Expert System was investigated based on Diagnosis Tree module, Fuzzy Neural Network module, and commix reasoning module.
The main structure of electronic control engine expert system included: three kind of diagnosis module, knowledge base, reasoning machine, and so on. Considering about the distinguishing feature of the engine, Engine Diagnosis Expert System was investigated based on Diagnosis Tree module, Fuzzy Neural Network module, and commix reasoning module.
It was researched including Knowledge base and Reasoning machine, and so on. In Diagnosis Tree module, the origin problem was searched in right method. In which module distinguishing rate and low error and least cost was the aim. By means of synthesize judge and fuzzy relation reasoning to get fault origin from symptom, fuzzy synthesize reasoning diagnosis module was researched. Expert knowledge included failure symptom, engine system failure and engine part failure. In the system, Self-diagnosis method and general instruments method worked together, complex failure diagnosis became efficient. The system was intelligent, which was combined by fuzzy logic reasoning and the traditional neural network system. And it became more convenience for failure origin searching, because of utilizing the three methods. The system fuzzy neural networks were combined with fuzzy reasoning and traditional neural networks. Fuzzy neural network failure diagnosis module of system, as a important model was applied to engine diagnosis, with more advantages such as higher efficiency of searching and higher self-learning ability, which was compared with the traditional BP network.
